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New Zealand Batsmen Vs Pace Bowlers - Plan / Strategy Handouts - ODI
Areas to Bowl

Bouncers

Death Overs

Guptill

4th stump good length - shaping in LBW/Bowled - Cuts in air square

Wicket option for bouncers angling in

Yorkers angling in & Bouncers in to the body

Tom Latham

Confuse everyone by bowling underarm

If your name's not on the list, I can't let you
in, dude

Great on the pull - fantastic wingman - but
note - highly allergic to compunds containing
clay

Williamson

Don't actually bowl - Can't hit what isn't
Often susceptible to Roxette's 1990 classic It
Compulsive hooker - if you know what I mean
there
Must Have Been Love towards end of innings

Worker

Warn him that you have seen the
leaked Ashley Madison database as you
release ball

Elliot

Over the wicket while singing theme
from The Littlest Hobo

High and wide like a Mario Balotelli shot

AB to tickle him as you begin approach feather senisitvity is OVER 9000!

Colin Munro

Throw ball at him and then appeal all
the things

Give him ol' Knuckle Schmuckle ball

RELEASE THE DOGS OF WAR!!!!!

Neesham

Channel inner Harry Potter and try
Alarte Ascendare or Meteolojinx
Recanto

Luke Ronchi

Bowl like a riddle, wrapped in a
mystery, inside an enigma

Nathan
McCullam

4th stump good length go hard or go
home but option to stop at pub on the
way if you choose to go home

Dot ball specialist - try to tempt with 'no
wicket for no runs' agreement if game status
dictates

RECAPTURE THE DOGS OF WAR!!!!! THEY
Blindfold the umpires and punch the batsman WERE CLEARLY RELEASED IN ERROR!!!! THIS
IS A GAME OF CRICKET!!!!
Approach at speed using interpretive dance bowl hard into rib cage like a poky stick - but Substitute ball for ACME cartoon bomb as
don't make him angry - You wouldn't like him you run in
when he's angry.
Aim at the fingers - maybe still sore after that
WWJD?
incident with the crab

